SECRET

NAME: STETSKO, Anna nee MIJAYA

ALIAS: Anna BANKIW (Subj answers phone if "Mooba" is requested)

DATE OF BIRTH: 14 May 1920

PLACE OF BIRTH: Romaniwka, Ukraine

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

Previous Career:
1. Resides in Lemberg, Ukraine, 1941-44; in Vienna, 44-45; Munich 45-51; arrived in England from Dunkirk, 23 Jun 51, and was granted permission to stay for 2 mos only, provided she did not take up any form of employment; purpose of her visit was to see friends, to visit Scottish League;

DECLASSIFIED AND RELEASED BY
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
SOURCES DEMOFA EXEMPTION 30 YEAR
NAZI WAR CR MEU DISCLOSURE ACT
DATE 2007
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY:
1. According to reliable source, subj is strongly anti-Communist but it is possible that the AIB in Germany has been penetrated by the Soviet thru certain Ukr nationalists.

CONTACTS:

MISCELLANEOUS:
1. Subj is applying for a non-immigration visa to USA; she plans to join the "Organization for the Defense of the Four Freedoms (of the Ukraine) (O/FFU), PO Box 504, Cooper Station, NY."
NAME: STETSEK, Taraslav

3° DANKIV, Vasyl or Vladimir

ALIAS: Zymowiy KARBOWITSCH

Zyomov KARBROWICH

MILOSZ PAWLOWSKI

MIROSZ PAWLOWSKI

DESCRIPTION:

Address: 28 Mins. or Rd

n N.W. 2

WEL-21636

July 51

Date of Info.

Entered Canada under this alias.

Weigh: 173 cm

Height: 63 kg

Eyes: Grey

Hair: Blond

Complexion: Can be reached thru "League of Ukrainians Political

Place of Birth: Tarnopol, Poland (Polish Ukraine)

Date of Birth: 19 Jan 1942

Under Sources: Publicist

Identification & Citizenship: Stateless; German id card

Name PAWLOWSKI, issued by Munich police presidium # 97 22284

Nationality: Ukrainian

FAMILY BACKGROUND:

Wife: Anna STETSEK nee WIZYKA o DANKIV (of)

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

Studied at Univ. of Krakow, and Lwow; completed grammar and high school in Tarnopol in 1929.

PREVIOUS CAREER:

Early member of OUN; worked in OUN-Poland under Bander as political liaison. Arrested with Bander, five year sentence. Became head of govt when independent Ukraine (30 June declared in 1941. Gestapo arrested him, spent years in concentration camp. Now lives in Munich as head of ABN, member R-3 and controlling member of OUN/B/ Collaborator of Bander who was wounded heavily in 1945 when his auto was fired upon by a NS plane. Bander's men brought him to safety. Spiegler's report on subject when he ceased singing a CIC informant. Vorvchuk informed sources that Stetseko was planning to make a trip to USA to do little organizational activity for ABN. Vorvchuk also states position of ABN on European scene as being only an appendage in the emigration. Subject, with MAJUN KHAN, was requested by Prof. von MENKE to go to London in June for anti-Bolshevik discussions.

State Dept.

29 Aug 51

Residences: Austria-Hungary, 1912-18; Ukr Republic 1918-20; Poland 1920-39; Italy 1939; Cracow, Poland 1939-41; Lviv, Ukraine 1941; 41 arrested in Lviv, sent to concentration camp in Germany. Fled to Bratislava, Slovakia, then to Prague, Czechoslovakia in 45; taken by friends to Munich, Triftstrasse 9.
INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITY: Operative contact./ Transmittal of subject’s reports by Paris MA./ Subject’s status in emigration complex./ Subject’s approach Paris MA re espionage in Ukraine./ Letter incl CIA file, dated 24 Oct 45, states that subj is believed to be a Soviet agent, etc. / Some American officials worried about possibility that subject may be a Soviet penetration agent who will rpt to RIS all info given to NSC (at time when RANDERA was wanted OUN/R B46, P8) by Colonel ANTONIUK for repatriation to USSR. / Soviet search party composed of: Col. ANTONIUK, Lt. Col. SEROTENKO, Captain PROKASCHENKO, Interpreter SATER, Driver CHHANNKOV.

CONTACTS: maintains liaison with US Military Attache in Paris. / I. Konenko; D. Andriyewski; Von MUNDE (ABN); personal friend of MILLIAMOVICH, Yugoslav consul; Mr. STERNBERG (Scottish League); SZEWCZUK, Pawel (contact in Paris); / Bishop PIZZONI, Alexander RENNAI (Orthodox Bishop in Munich), Monsignor Nikolaus NOYAKS (head of Gr Cath Ch in Germany), Wasyl MUDRY, Monsignor Jakob PERRIDON (head of Or Cath Ch in France), Yvon DELMAS (French Minister of Education); / KAJUK-KRAN, re: ABM.

MISCELLANEOUS: Negotiations to consolidate the middle-of-the-road group with the left wing of OUN at subject’s apartment on Heron-Rudolfstrasse, Munich. / Name appears on MVD General Sidnev’s list of names of individuals who know Bandera’s location, indicative of Soviet penetration of OUN/B. / Acting on BANDERA’s orders, founded ABN 10 Apr 49. Organized an ABN radio broadcasting service in Belgium./ Attempts to reconcile ZCP OUN and ZPUN/V in accordance with homeland mandate. / Subject’s interview in a German newspaper. / Attempt to obtain visa for Yugoslavia to contact Sejvanski Uzea in Yugoslavia; visa refused at consulate in Dusseldorf when STERTYER’S anti-Tito sentiments were brought to light, by Boris levitsev. / Report allegedly handed to subj by USMA in Paris.
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